Threats Made Against Officers Since Dean Williams’ Release of Videos
Comments on KTUU Facebook Page
 “Find out where each & everyone of these officers live and pay them a visit! It’s called
seek and destroy? These punks trashing on natives & killing them. Maybe these idiots are
looking for a race war. GEAR UP!”
 “Thus is why people riot. Nothing will change without spilling blood.”
 “What I mean when I say “all cops are bastards” is – literally every single cop is
complicit and participating in a system designed to uphold the capitalist oligarchy we
live under and thus all cops are guilty of that systems sins.
Fuck your brother.
Fuck your cousin.
Fuck your dad.
Fuck all cops.”
 “MURDERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
 “They should get the guillotine!”
 “THOSE GUARD GOT A WATCH THEIR BACK NOW.”

Comments on KTUU.com
 “They killed him, plain and simple......EVERYBODY standing and watching should also
be held on MURDER CHARGES!!!!! How do these fat fuckin pigs sleep at night?”
 “I hope all six of them get fired and charged with murder.”
 “all C/O's needs to be jumped and have them make it feel how it feels to be treated that
way...”

Impacts of the Released Videos and Images on Correctional Officers
Below are two excerpts from emails we have received from Officers on the impact Dean Williams’
Administrative Review has had on them and their families.
“All the Officers including myself are very upset [with] the news broadcast, it has impacted every
one of us professionally and personally. Every day we are ridiculed by remands saying we are the
ones killing people and they intend on suing us. Everyone feels their safety is always at risk.
However, [now] at a more elevated rate. Family members and friends are at risk as well when we
are in the community conducting everyday errands or going out for a meal. Not to mention most
have been queried by people they know [to the effect of], do you know those correctional officers
who kill people.”
“…this is completely devastating all of us that are involved. I’m deeply concerned for all our
welfare. This is impacting everyone professionally and personally. Williams is not an expert nor
well versed in the correctional environment and should be sued for defamation…. Williams has
single handedly ruined our professional and some of our personal relationships just to make a
political name for himself.”

